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ABSTRACT

We present near-infrared (NIR) H + K-band long-slit spectra of eleven galaxies that were obtained with SOFI at the NTT (ESO). The galaxies are chosen from the low-luminosity type-1 quasi-stellar object (LLQSO) sample, which comprises the 99 closest (z ≤ 0.06) QSOs from the Hamburg/ESO survey for bright UV-excess QSOs. These objects are ideal targets to study the gap between local Seyfert galaxies and high-redshift quasars because they show much stronger AGN activity than local objects, but are still close enough for a detailed structural analysis. We fit hydrogen recombination, molecular hydrogen, and [Fe ii] lines after carefully subtracting the continuum emission. From the broad Paα components, we estimated black hole masses and enlarged the sample of LLQSOs that deviate from the MBH−Lbulge relations of inactive galaxies from 12 to 16 objects. All objects show emission from hot dust (T ≈ 1200 K) as well as stellar contribution. However, the respective fractions vary strongly among the objects. More than half of the objects show H2 emission lines, which indicate a large reservoir of molecular gas that is needed to feed the AGN and star formation. In the NIR diagnostic diagram all objects lie in the location of AGN-dominated objects. However, most of the objects show indications of star formation activity, suggesting that their offset location with respect to MBH−Lbulge relations of inactive galaxies may be a consequence of overluminous bulges.
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1. Introduction

Numerous studies have shown that the mass of the supermassive black hole (BH), which is believed to be hosted in the centre of every galaxy, correlates well with several properties of the host galaxy or at least its central spheroidal component (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring & Rix 2004; Graham & Driver 2007; Graham 2012; Kormendy & Ho 2013; Savorgnan et al. 2013; Läsker et al. 2014). The role of active galactic nuclei (AGN) in this context is still unclear.

AGN feedback has been suggested as a possible regulating mechanism between BHs and their host galaxies, which could contribute to the formation of the local scaling relations through the quenching of star formation. Studies that help to understand the interplay of star formation, black hole accretion, and outflows in AGN host galaxies are therefore of high importance.

Over the past years, several studies using integral-field spectroscopy (IFS) in the near-infrared (NIR) have reported that many active galaxies show recent or ongoing star formation in the central kiloparsec (e.g. Böker et al. 2008; Riffel et al. 2009b; Bedregal et al. 2009; Valencia-S. et al. 2012a; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2014; Busch et al. 2015; Smajić et al. 2015). IFS has also allowed spatially resolving inflows and outflows in many galaxies (e.g. Riffel et al. 2008; Storchi-Bergmann et al. 2010; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011; Davies et al. 2014; Riffel et al. 2015; Diniz et al. 2015).

From a sample of ∼10 galaxies, the AGNIFS team (Storchi-Bergmann, Riffel, and collaborators) found that the molecular gas is mostly situated in a disk-like structure and often shows inflow patterns (“feeding”), while the ionised gas is often more perturbed and more affected by outflows from the AGN (“feedback”). It is still debated whether outflows have positive or negative influence on star formation. Most probably, outflows can be responsible for both initiating and quenching star formation (e.g. Nesvadba et al. 2010; Maiolino et al. 2012; Silk 2013; Rashed et al. 2013; Cresci et al. 2015a,b, and references therein). Furthermore, it has been shown that the presence of a powerful AGN can significantly boost the outflow rate (Cicone et al. 2014).

Most of these studies are based on nearby Seyfert galaxies or low-luminosity AGN (redshift z ≲ 0.01). However, these objects may not be representative of the higher redshift AGN population, since the AGN power (and star formation rate) is expected...
to increase with redshift. With today’s instrumentation, it is not possible to resolve the centres of AGNs on sub-kpc scale at the peak of AGN and star formation activity ($z \sim 2$; e.g. Aird et al. 2015).

The low-luminosity type-I QSO (LLQSO) sample was selected to fill the gap between the local Seyfert population and more powerful QSOs at higher cosmological distances. It is a subsample of the Hamburg/ESO survey (HES; Wisotzki et al. 2000) and contains only the closest 99 objects with $z \leq 0.06$, which are still close enough to achieve a sub-kpc spatial resolution.

The bolometric luminosity of LLQSOs is systematically higher by at least a magnitude than the luminosity of other AGN samples at lower redshift, which compensates for the lower physical resolution that is due to the higher redshift. Furthermore, the Eddington ratio that traces the BH accretion rate is higher by up to several magnitudes (Fig. 1). Therefore, the impact of the AGN on the surrounding interstellar medium (“feedback”) is expected to be much stronger than in local low-luminosity AGN. This makes LLQSOs the ideal targets for studying the interplay between the central engine and the host galaxy (Moser et al. 2012).

A more detailed description about the sample can be found in the previous NIR imaging study (Busch et al. 2014). Several sources have already been observed in molecular gas (Bertram et al. 2007), H1 (König et al. 2009), and H2 O-maser emission (König et al. 2012). A previous NIR spectroscopy study was conducted by Fischer et al. (2006), while single objects from the sample have been studied in Krips et al. (2007), Scharwächter et al. (2011), Busch et al. (2015), and Moser et al. (2016). A large portion of the LLQSOs are included in the new Close AGN Reference Survey (CARS, B. Husemann, in prep.).

In this paper, we present and analyse NIR spectroscopic observations of eleven sources from the LLQSO sample for which imaging data were discussed in Busch et al. (2014). LLQSOs were found to lie below the $M_{\text{BH}} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relations of inactive galaxies, as a possible consequence of enhanced star formation (overluminous bulges) or undermassive BHs (deviations of active galaxies from the $M_{\text{BH}} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relations have been found in the optical by Nelson et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2008; Bennert et al. 2011; Urrutia et al. 2012). Recent NIR integral-field spectroscopy of the LLQSO HE 1029–1831 shows that, at least in this particular case, the deviation is caused by an overluminosity of the bulge that is due to young stellar populations (Busch et al. 2015).

Near-infrared spectroscopy is a useful tool to assess extinction, the dominating stellar populations, excitation mechanisms, and the contributions of stellar and non-stellar components to the emission of the galaxy (e.g. Zuther et al. 2007; Smajić et al. 2012; Valencia-S. et al. 2012a; Smajić et al. 2014; Busch et al. 2015; Fazeli et al., in prep.). The NIR $H + K$-band contains several diagnostic lines: Hydrogen recombination lines (Paα and Brγ) can be excited by the AGN (in the broad- and narrow-line region), but are also tracers of young star formation. Shocks can be traced by molecular hydrogen ($H_2$) rotational-vibrational lines and the forbidden [Fe ii] line. Stellar CO absorption bands ($^{12}\text{CO}(6-3)$ in the $H$-band and $^{13}\text{CO}(2-0)$ in the $K$-band) give constraints on the stellar population, while the forbidden [Si vi] line is a clear AGN tracer (e.g. Riffel et al. 2006; Mason et al. 2015).

Molecular hydrogen $H_2$ emission is either of thermal or non-thermal origin. The main thermal excitation mechanisms are shocks, UV radiation in dense clouds, or X-rays (e.g. Brand et al. 1989; Sternberg & Dalgarno 1989; Draine & Woods 1990), while UV-pumping (Black & van Dishoeck 1987) is a possible non-thermal excitation mechanism. The $H_2$ line ratio $2–1$ S(1)/1–0 S(1) can be used to distinguish between thermal and non-thermal excitation, while the [Fe ii]/Brγ ratio can be used to estimate the importance of X-ray excitation (e.g. Colina 1993; Alonso-Herrero et al. 1997; Reunanen et al. 2002, 2003).

A number of studies have focused on developing a diagnostic diagram in the NIR (comparable to the BPT-diagram in the optical) that distinguishes between excitation from star formation, AGN, and shocks. For this, line ratios between shock tracers ($H_2$ or [Fe ii]) and star formation tracers (Paα, Paβ, Brγ) are used (e.g. Larkin et al. 1998; Rodríguez-Ardila et al. 2004, 2005; Riffel et al. 2013). Using integral-field spectroscopy, Colina et al. (2015) were able to spatially separate line-emitting regions with different ionization mechanisms (AGN/young stars/supernova dominated) and show that they occupy different regions in the $\log$([Fe ii]/Brγ) - $\log$([H2]/Brγ) diagram. The observed line ratios were well reproduced with photoionization models by Dors et al. (2012). Furthermore, these authors found that X-ray emission from the AGN can be considered the most important excitation mechanisms of these lines.

Here, we use $H + K$ long-slit spectra to study extinction, star formation activity, and black-hole masses via NIR diagnostic lines in a sample of 11 LLQSOs. This paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the observations as well as the data reduction and calibration. In Sect. 3.1 we explain our continuum subtraction and describe the emission line fits that are based on the continuum-subtracted spectra from Sect. 3.1. Excitation mechanism are discussed in Sect. 4.1. In Sect. 4.2 we estimate black hole masses and discuss the positions of the galaxies in the black hole mass – bulge luminosity relation. In Sect. 4.3 we discuss the far-infrared (FIR) properties, and we finally draw conclusions in Sect. 5. Individual objects are discussed in Appendix A.

2. Observation, reduction, and calibration

Eleven galaxies from the LLQSO sample have been observed in seeing-limited mode with the Son of ISAAC (SoFI) infrared spectrograph and imaging camera on the New Technology Telescope (NTT, ESO, Chile) in September 2009. The 10241024 Hawaii HgCdTe array provides a pixel scale of 0.288″/pixel with a field of view of 4.949 arcmin$^2$. NIR imaging data are presented in Busch et al. (2014). The data analysed in this work consist of $H + K$-band low-resolution long-slit spectroscopy with

![Fig. 1. Left: bolometric luminosity as a function of the linear scale pc/arcsec. Right: histogram of the Eddington ratios of the LLQSO sample in comparison to the recent study of Muller-Sanchez et al. (2013), the NUGA sample (Garcia-Burillo et al. 2003), and the work of the AGNIFS group (Storchi-Bergmann, Riffel, et al.).](http://www.cars-survey.org/)
Table 1. Source information: coordinates, morphological classification, redshift, and observation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>RA (J2000)</th>
<th>Dec (J2000)</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Redshift</th>
<th>$t_{\text{int}}$ [s]</th>
<th>Seeing [&quot;]</th>
<th>PA slit [&quot;]</th>
<th>Tell./calibr. star</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05 HE0036–5133</td>
<td>00h39m15.8s</td>
<td>-51d17m01s</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>HD 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 HE0045–2145</td>
<td>00h47m41.2s</td>
<td>-21d29m28s</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>HD 224693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 HE0103–5842</td>
<td>01h05m16.7s</td>
<td>-58d26m14s</td>
<td>Irr</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>HD 14474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 HE0119–0118</td>
<td>01h21m59.8s</td>
<td>-01d02m24s</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>HD 15760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 HE0323–4204</td>
<td>03h25m02.2s</td>
<td>-41d54m18s</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.0580</td>
<td>8400</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>HD 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 HE2112–5926</td>
<td>21h13m51.5s</td>
<td>-59d13m54s</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0528</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>HD 209552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 HE2128–0221</td>
<td>21h30m49.9s</td>
<td>-02d08m15s</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>HD 197612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 HE2129–3356</td>
<td>21h32m02.2s</td>
<td>-33d42m54s</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.0594</td>
<td>6300</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>HD 197612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 HE2204–3249</td>
<td>22h07m44.7s</td>
<td>-32d48m23s</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>0.0398</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>HD 221250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 HE2211–3903</td>
<td>22h14m42.0s</td>
<td>-39d48m23s</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>0.0570</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>HD 198273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The source designation consists of the ID from our LLQSO sample and the name from the Hamburg/ESO survey (HE survey; Wisotzki et al. 2000). Morphological classification is taken from Busch et al. (2012). The redshift is taken from the HE survey. The position angles are measured counter-clockwise from north to east.

Table 1 continued on page 4.

3. Analysis and results

In Fig. B.1 we compare the central spectra that are extracted from an aperture with a diameter corresponding to the seeing FWHM (see Table 1) to off-nuclear spectra that are extracted using the same aperture size for regions centred at 1.5 FWHM left and right from the nucleus.

As expected, the continuum shapes of the off-nuclear spectra are bluer than those of the nuclear spectra, which are much bluer.
more affected by the hot dust emission from the obscuring torus. However, the difference in continuum shape between the eleven galaxies is much higher than the difference in continuum shape between different apertures. This indicates different excitation mechanisms and/or different impact of the central AGN emission on the galaxies’ spectra, which we analyse below.

3.1. Continuum subtraction

The continuum emission of active galaxies is commonly fitted by a multicomponent model, consisting of (1) an underlying power law; (2) thermal emission from hot dust; and (3) star light from the host galaxy. As pointed out in Barvainis (1987), the prominent bump in the NIR (peaking in the K-band at \( \sim 2\,\mu m \)) can be produced by hot dust close to its sublimation temperature (\( T \sim 1500 \) K) that is predicted from the Unified Model (Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995). The power-law emission is believed to originate from the accretion disk (e.g. Malkan & Sargent 1982; Malkan 1983). While it is prominent in the optical/UV, it becomes negligible in the NIR for Seyfert-2s (Ramos Almeida et al. 2009). However, in type-1 sources there might still be a significant contribution (e.g. Riffel et al. 2009a; Landt et al. 2011). Glikman et al. (2006) construct a spectral template for quasars from observations of 27 sources. In this template, the continuum emission in the NIR is best fitted by a combination of a power law \( (f_\nu \propto \nu^\alpha \text{ with power-law index } \alpha = -0.92 \) and a black body with temperature \( T = 1260 \) K.

In the following, we fit the continuum shape, using the method described in Smajić et al. (2012). The continuum-subtracted spectra are then used for emission line fits. Furthermore, the different fractions of the fitted functions indicate which processes contribute to the emission of the galaxies.

In the continuum fit, we include three components: hot dust, star light, and a power law. Additionally, we consider extinction (Cardelli et al. 1989)

\[
\tau(\lambda, A_V) = \frac{A_V}{1.086} \frac{0.574}{\lambda^{1.05}} - \frac{0.527}{\lambda^{1.04}} R_V, \tag{1}
\]

with the standard value \( R_V = 3.1 \) and \( \lambda \) in \( \mu m \). The hot dust contribution is modelled as black body radiation with the Planck function

\[
BB(s_{\text{dust}}, \lambda, T) = s_{\text{dust}} \frac{2hc^2}{\lambda^5} \exp\left(\frac{hc}{\lambda kT}\right) - 1 \tag{2}
\]

with a scale factor \( s_{\text{dust}} \). The contribution of the accretion disk is modelled by a power law

\[
PL(s_{\text{AGN}}, \lambda, \alpha) = s_{\text{AGN}} \lambda^{\alpha - 2}, \tag{3}
\]

with the power-law index \( \alpha \) and the scale factor \( s_{\text{AGN}} \). We fixed the power law index to the value from the quasar template of Glikman et al. (2006) \( (\alpha = -0.92) \). To account for the stellar contribution, we used stellar templates from the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) spectral library for cool stars (Rayner et al. 2009). The library offers spectra of 210 cool stars (mainly F, G, K, M spectral type) at an resolving power of \( R \approx 2000 \). The spectra are not normalised, that is, the shape of the continuum is preserved.

The spectra had to be convolved with a Gaussian function to account for the lower resolution of our spectra and intrinsic effects such as broadening due to velocity dispersion or Doppler displacement:

\[
\text{Star}(s_{\text{star}}, \sigma, \Delta \lambda) = \text{Spec} \times \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\lambda - \Delta \lambda)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right). \tag{4}
\]

In total, we used the following function and fit it to the spectra using a python implementation of the amoeba-routine (downhill simplex method, Press et al. 1992):

\[
\text{Cont}(A_V, s_{\text{dust}}, T, s_{\text{AGN}}, \sigma, s_{\text{star}}, \sigma, \Delta \lambda) = \exp(\tau(\lambda, A_V)) \left[BB(s_{\text{dust}}, \lambda, T) + PL(s_{\text{AGN}}, \lambda, \alpha) + \text{Star}(s_{\text{star}}, \sigma, \Delta \lambda)\right]. \tag{5}
\]

The function has six fitting parameters: visual extinction \( A_V \), temperature of the dust \( T \), width \( \sigma \) and displacement \( \Delta \lambda \) of the Gaussian function used to convolve the stellar templates, and the scale factors \( s_{\text{dust}}, s_{\text{AGN}} \) and \( s_{\text{star}} \) of the dust, power law, and stellar continuum.

One example of a continuum fit is displayed in Fig. 3. Table 2 shows the results of our continuum fits: the relative contributions of the contributing functions, as well as extinction, and dust temperature. The fits give a first estimate of the contributing components, and moreover, they are used for continuum subtraction before fitting the emission lines. We point out that the fit might not always have a numerically unique solution since dust emission \( (T \approx 1200 \) K) and strong extinction will both produce a red shape, while stellar emission and power law will both produce a blue spectrum. As pointed out by Cid Fernandes et al. (2004) and Riffel et al. (2009a), for example, young reddened starbursts are indistinguishable from a power law. Generally, for a more detailed analysis of the stellar content, a larger set of stellar populations is necessary. Using only one star as template often results in lower values for the stellar velocity dispersion (see e.g. Riffel et al. 2008; Valencia-S. et al. 2012a). However, stellar kinematics or stellar population synthesis is not the goal of this work. The only aim is to subtract the continuum emission and obtain first estimates on the contributions of the different components. Our methods serve this purpose despite the mentioned limitations and degeneracies.

In all galaxies (with exception HE0045–2145, see discussion below), we fitted a black body function with temperatures \( 1000 \text{ K} \leq T_{\text{dust}} \leq 1400 \text{ K} \) that are typical for Seyfert-1 galaxies (Riffel et al. 2009a, 2010; Landt et al. 2011, and references therein). In some galaxies, a power-law component was also fitted. All spectra show stellar components, which contribute from 30% up to almost 90%. This shows the diversity of objects in terms of dominance of the nuclear component in the LLQSO sample. We point out that the resulting stellar fractions are consistent with the AGN/host fractions derived from...
the decomposition of the NIR imaging data (Busch et al. 2014) and with the amount of dilution in the CO band heads (see e.g. Davies et al. 2007; Riffel et al. 2009a) observed in the K-band spectra (i.e. galaxies with dominant stellar component show prominent CO band heads, while the band heads are completely diluted by the underlying black body and/or power law in galaxies that are dominated by the AGN).

3.2. Emission line analysis

The strong Paγ hydrogen recombination line (λγ = 1.87561 µm) is located in the band gap between the H and K-band, which is significantly affected by residuals from the telluric absorption. As a result of the redshift of the LLQSO sample (0.02 ≤ z ≤ 0.06), the emission line is shifted towards the K-band region where it is still affected by the telluric absorption but is already well detectable. In nine galaxies, we were able to separate the Paγ into two components, a broad (with FWHM typically between 2000 and 5000 km s\(^{-1}\)) and a narrow component (FWHM below 1000 km s\(^{-1}\)).

In the K-band region, we fit the Paγ emission line with a Gaussian profile. We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 100 iterations to estimate the uncertainties of the fit. In each iteration, we added Gaussian noise to the data and repeated the fitting process. This reduces the number of fit parameters and makes the fits more reliable.

All emission line fits were performed using the Python-version of MPFITEXNPC (Markwardt 2009). We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 100 iterations to estimate the uncertainties of the fit. In each iteration, we added Gaussian noise to the data and repeated the fitting process. This reduces the number of fit parameters and makes the fits more reliable.

4. Discussion

4.1. Excitation mechanisms

In the optical, emission line ratios are commonly used to distinguish between different excitation mechanisms (mainly star formation vs. AGN ionization) making use of different diagnostic diagrams (e.g. Baldwin et al. 1981; Kewley et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Schawinski et al. 2007; Bremer et al. 2013; Vitale et al. 2015).

A diagnostic diagram in the NIR has been suggested by Larkin et al. (1998) and further developed by Rodríguez-Ardila et al. (2004, 2005), Riffel et al. (2013). It uses the line ratios log(H\(_{\alpha}\))/([Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\])/Br\(_{\gamma}\)) and log([Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\])/Br\(_{\gamma}\)) to distinguish between excitation from pure photoionization and from pure shocks. It shows a transition from starburst galaxies to LINERs, AGNs where both excitation mechanisms are of importance (see also models by Dors et al. 2012). We used the conversion factors [Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\)], 1.644/µm/[Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\)].1.257/µm/Paβ\(_{\gamma}\) to convert the accessible Paγ and [Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\)].1.644/µm line fluxes to the needed J-band line fluxes. In contrast to the J-band ratio, the used lines Paγ and [Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\)].1.644/µm are separated in wavelength by an amount where reddening effects become significant. The line ratio will change by a factor of 10\(^{0.4\lambda([Fe_{\text{ii}}]/\lambda(Pa\gamma))}\), which corresponds to 10\(^{0.4\lambda([Fe_{\text{ii}}]/\lambda(Pa\gamma))}\). Since the Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law (A(Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\)) - A(Pa\(_{\gamma}\)) denotes the extinction at the wavelength of [Fe\(_{\text{ii}}\]) and Pa\(_{\gamma}\) respectively, while A\(_{\gamma}\) denotes visual extinction). This means that for a typical extinction of A\(_{\gamma}\) = 2, we underestimate the line ratio by 10% and by 60% for an extreme extinction of A\(_{\gamma}\) = 10. Because we were unable to reliably determine extinction from our data, we include this uncertainty in the error bars.

Nine out of eleven observed galaxies have the required line detections to be placed in the diagnostic diagram at least with upper limits. All of these galaxies are consistent with AGN photoionization. This confirms that LLQSOs already show a significant contribution of non-stellar emission from the molecular gas.
used optical spectra and computed BH masses using the scaling of Schulze & Wisotzki (2010) and Schulze (priv. comm.). They calculated black hole masses are presented in Table 5.

The calculated black hole masses are presented in Table 5. All fitted spectra have been extracted from apertures with diameters corresponding to $3FWHM$.

Notes. All fitted spectra have been extracted from apertures with diameters corresponding to $3FWHM$.

The mass estimates agree well with each other. The deviations are $\leq 0.3$ dex, which is small given the uncertainties of BH mass estimates in general. The BH mass estimates from Pa$_{\alpha}$ in the NIR thus confirm Schulze’s masses from H$_{\beta}$, which we used in Busch et al. (2014) to test the $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relation.

Furthermore, we obtained BH masses for four galaxies that we did not have BH masses of before (HE0036–5133, HE2112–5926, HE2211–3903, and HE2221–0221). We used the K-band bulge magnitudes derived in Busch et al. (2014) to plot them in the $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ diagram. The new data points confirm the results found in the previous studies (Busch et al. 2014, 2015). With the new data we enlarged the sample from 12 to 16 LLQSOs that systematically lie below published $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relations of inactive galaxies, which makes the findings even more trustworthy.

Notes. All fitted spectra have been extracted from apertures with diameters corresponding to $3FWHM$.

4.2. Black hole mass – bulge luminosity relation

We used the broad component of the Pa$_{\alpha}$ emission line that we detected in nine out of eleven galaxies to estimate the mass of the central AGN. However, some galaxies are shifted towards the region where starburst-dominated galaxies are located. This underlines the importance of both ionization mechanisms in the LLQSO sample. The more detailed analysis of individual objects (Appendix A) shows more indications for ongoing star formation in several objects.

With the present data, we can only probe the excitation mechanisms in a single aperture, corresponding to the central $\sim 1$ kpc. With follow-up integral-field spectroscopy, we will be able to trace the ionization mechanisms in a spatially resolved way (see pilot study by Busch et al. 2015).

4.2. Black hole mass – bulge luminosity relation

We used the broad component of the Pa$_{\alpha}$ emission line that we detected in nine out of eleven galaxies to estimate the mass of the central supermassive black hole. According to Kim et al. (2010),

$$M_{BH} = 10^{7.16 \pm 0.04} \left( \frac{L_{Pa\alpha}}{10^{35} \ W} \right)^{0.29 \pm 0.06} \left( \frac{FWHM_{Pa\alpha}}{10^{3} \ km \ s^{-1}} \right)^2 M_\odot. \quad (6)$$

The calculated black hole masses are presented in Table 5. We compare them to black hole masses available from Schulze & Wisotzki (2010) and Schulze (priv. comm.). They used optical spectra and computed BH masses using the scaling relation between broad-line region (BLR) size and continuum luminosity by Bentz et al. (2009) and the scale factor $f = 3/4$ from Netzer et al. (1990), which results in

$$M_{BH} = 5.025 \left( \frac{L_{H\beta}}{10^{35} \ W} \right)^{0.52} \left( \frac{FWHM_{H\alpha}}{km \ s^{-1}} \right)^2 M_\odot. \quad (7)$$

The mass estimates agree well with each other. The deviations are $\leq 0.3$ dex, which is small given the uncertainties of BH mass estimates in general. The BH mass estimates from Pa$_{\alpha}$ in the NIR thus confirm Schulze’s masses from H$_{\beta}$, which we used in Busch et al. (2014) to test the $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relation.

Furthermore, we obtained BH masses for four galaxies that we did not have BH masses of before (HE0036–5133, HE2112–5926, HE2211–3903, and HE2221–0221). We used the K-band bulge magnitudes derived in Busch et al. (2014) to plot them in the $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ diagram. The new data points confirm the results found in the previous studies (Busch et al. 2014, 2015). With the new data we enlarged the sample from 12 to 16 LLQSOs that systematically lie below published $M_{BH} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relations of inactive galaxies, which makes the findings even more trustworthy.

Recently, specific growth rates of the BH and the stellar host have been used to explore the time evolution (or “flow patterns”) in the $M_{BH} - M_*$ relation. AGN that are offset from the
relation mostly have evolutionary vectors that are anti-correlated with their positions. This means that they are moving back towards the relation (Merloni et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2015). As discussed in Busch et al. (2014), possible explanations for a deviation of active galaxies from a near-linear relation are (a) bulges that contain young stellar populations (as opposed to the usual picture that bulges are mainly consisting of old stars) and are therefore brighter at given mass; or (b) undermassive black holes that are in a growing phase. Both scenarios fit into the usual picture that bulges are mainly consisting of old stars) and are therefore brighter at given mass; or (b) undermassive black holes that are in a growing phase. Both scenarios fit into a framework of bulge and black hole coevolution that is not solely based on a “classical” merging of galaxies, but includes interaction of the black hole and the surrounding host galaxy via AGN feeding and feedback. The offset of the LLQSOs in the BH-bulge relation might thus shed light on the sequence of star forming and BH fuelling/feedback phases, which is an important component for understanding the BH-bulge coevolution.

According to the NIR diagnostic diagram (Sect. 4.1), the analysed galaxies are dominated by the AGN. However, some objects are shifted towards the location of sources dominated by star formation. Furthermore, in the discussion of individual objects (see Appendix A) we point out that many objects show indications for ongoing star formation. This could indicate overluminous bulges associated with lower mass-to-light ratios.

As pointed out in Bertram et al. (2007), LLQSOs are rich in cold molecular gas. Here, we find more than half of our objects to show molecular hydrogen emission in the NIR, which indicates that part of the molecular gas content is also excited. Furthermore, several of the objects can be classified as (ultra-)luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs). While the presence of molecular gas and star formation are related (e.g. see the famous Kennicutt-Schmidt law; Kennicutt 1998) and molecular gas is therefore a prerequisite for star formation, the role of molecular gas in the context of AGN fuelling is not fully understood. On the one hand, Riffel et al. (2015, and references therein) showed that H₂ is typically located in a disk in the plane of the galaxy and often shows inflows to the centre (a tracer of AGN fuelling). On the other hand, Ri₇ et al. (2005) and Ri₇ (2010), dotted lines: Rodríguez-Ardila et al. (2005) and Riffel et al. (2010), dotted lines: Riffel et al. (2013).
the other hand, cold molecular gas can also be found in outflows (feedback; García-Burillo et al. 2014).

Recently, an alternative explanation for the offset in the $M_{\text{BH}} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relation has been proposed (Graham 2012; Graham & Scott 2013; Scott et al. 2013; Graham & Scott 2015). It was suggested that the relation between BH mass and stellar mass (and luminosity) of the host spheroid is a “broken” relation, with a near-linear $M_{\text{BH}} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relation only for high BH masses ($M_{\text{BH}} \geq 10^8 M_{\odot}$). Galaxies with lower BH masses are found to follow a different, steeper relation, which indicates that the black hole is growing more rapidly than the surrounding spheroid. Graham (2016) stated that the LLQSOs presented in Busch et al. (2014) follow the relation of lower-mass galaxies. We see that all eleven galaxies (plus the five galaxies added since then) are systematically shifted below the relation, however. This indicates that LLQSOs are also offset from the new relation. However, reliable mass-to-light ratios are indispensable to decide on the validity of the offset of active galaxies. As discussed above, a lower mass-to-light ratio would be expected in the case of enhanced nuclear star formation.

By using integral-field spectroscopy, Busch et al. (2015) showed that in the case of HE 1029–1319 circumnuclear star formation shifts the LLQSO away from the $M_{\text{BH}} - L_{\text{bulge}}$ relation of inactive galaxies. By using spatially resolved data at highest angular resolution (using adaptive-optics-assisted integral-field spectroscopy with e.g. SINFONI at the Very Large Telescope) as in the mentioned pilot study, central AGN emission and circumnuclear star formation can be reliably separated.

### 4.3. Far-infrared properties

Seven galaxies are listed in the IRAS Faint Source Catalog (Moshir 1990). We present the fluxes measured at 12 $\mu$m, 25 $\mu$m, 60 $\mu$m, and 100 $\mu$m in Table 6. From these, infrared luminosities $L_{\text{IR}} (8–10000 \mu m) [W] = 4\pi (D_L [\text{Mpc}])^2 \cdot 1.7210^{31} (13.48 F_{12 \mu m} + 5.16 F_{25 \mu m} + 2.58 F_{60 \mu m} + F_{100 \mu m})$ (8)

and FIR luminosities $L_{\text{FIR}} (40–5000 \mu m) [W] = 4\pi (D_L [\text{Mpc}])^2 \cdot 1.210^{31} (2.58 F_{60 \mu m} + F_{100 \mu m})$ (9)

can be calculated (Sanders & Mirabel 1996). With the calibration of Panuzzo et al. (2003), we can further calculate FIR-star formation rates:

$$\text{SFR(FIR)} = \frac{L_{\text{FIR}}}{1.13410^{36} \text{ W}}$$

We recall that the FIR luminosity $L_{\text{FIR}}$ traces the star formation rate on timescales of 100 Myr and can therefore not directly be compared to star formation rates from the often-used estimators Hα and Brγ, which trace recent star formation. Furthermore, the FIR luminosity $L_{\text{FIR}}$, particularly if measured in galaxy-wide apertures, can be heavily affected by AGN emission and should therefore better be considered as an upper limit.

In an attempt to constrain the contribution of the AGN to the FIR luminosity, we placed the galaxies in the FIR colour–colour diagrams, taken from Kewley et al. (2000) (see Fig. 6). In these, the typical area of starburst galaxies is indicated by a dashed line. Furthermore, a reddening line is indicated by a solid line. The mixing line corresponds to the mixture of a typical unreddened Seyfert-1 spectrum with a “warm” starburst. Although the diagrams show an ambiguity between the mixing of AGN and starburst and reddening, we can make the following statements: HE0045 is completely dominated by the starburst, which is fully consistent with the findings discussed in the notes on the individual object in Appendix A. All other galaxies have significant contributions from the AGN. For HE0103, HE0119, and HE2112, this contribution is lower than 50%, while it is higher than 50% for HE0323 and HE2211. HE2221 is completely dominated by the AGN, which is consistent with the finding in the imaging study (Busch et al. 2014), where it is the galaxy with the highest AGN fraction in the sample of 20 galaxies.

### 5. Conclusions

We analysed NIR $H + K$-band long-slit spectra of eleven galaxies from the low-luminosity type-I QSO sample. Low-resolution spectroscopy provides an insight into the gas reservoirs and possible excitation mechanisms. Our main results are the following:

1. All galaxies show the hydrogen recombination line Paα, and most galaxies also show Brγ. In nine out of eleven galaxies, we detected broad components as expected for type-1 AGN. In two galaxies, only narrow components are visible. One of these, HE0045–2145, is clearly a misclassification and rather a starburst galaxy than an AGN. Therefore, it has to be removed from the LLQSO sample.

2. From the broad components of the Paα emission line, we estimated black hole masses. For those galaxies with previous black hole mass estimates, the masses agree well with our new masses. We added four more data points in the black hole mass – bulge luminosity diagram that we discussed in Busch et al. (2014), supporting the finding that LLQSOs do not follow the black hole mass – bulge luminosity relations of inactive galaxies. The nature of this offset is essential for understanding the BH – host galaxy evolution.

3. From continuum fits, we derived estimates for the contributions of stars, hot dust (from obscuring torus), and power law. The stellar component is significant in all galaxies, ranging from ~30% (AGN dominated) to ~90% (dominated...
stellar radiation, others by non-stellar continuum emission, and yet others are a mixture. The diversity of radiation mechanisms confirms the theory that the LLQSO sample constitutes a transition between the clearly AGN-dominated QSOs at higher redshift and the probably mainly secularly evolving galaxies with – if at all – only very weak nuclear activity.

The analysed sources are all offset from the $M_{BH} - L_{bulge}$ relation. At the same time, they show signs for ongoing or recent star formation, which may indicate overluminous bulges due to lower mass-to-light ratios.

Additional multiwavelength data and spatially resolved integral-field spectroscopy will be analysed to further investigate the interplay between AGN activity and star formation in the observed LLQSOs.
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Fig. 6. Far-infrared colour–colour diagrams, modified from Kewley et al. (2000). Top: log($f_{100}\mu m/f_{25}\mu m$) vs. log($f_{25}\mu m/f_{12}\mu m$) diagram. Bottom: log($f_{100}\mu m/f_{12}\mu m$) vs. log($f_{100}\mu m/f_{25}\mu m$) diagram. In both plots, the solid line is the reddening line calculated by Dopita et al. (1998). The straight dashed line marks the typical area of starbursts. The “extreme mixing line” corresponds to the mixture of a typical Seyfert-1 spectrum and a starburst component (with denoted percentage). The open symbols are Seyfert-1, starburst, and Seyfert-2 galaxies with (HBLR) and without (Sy2) broad-line components observed in polarised light, taken from the sample of Rush et al. (1993). The positions of the analysed galaxies are indicated by the coloured data points.
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Appendix A: Discussion of individual objects

In the following section, we discuss individual objects. Spectra of all galaxies are shown in Fig. A.2. All spectra were extracted from an aperture with radius corresponding to 3FWHM of the seeing.

05 HE0036–5133

The galaxy HE0036–5133 (also known as WPVS7) at $z = 0.0288$, corresponding to $D_L = 126.1$ Mpc, has been classified as Narrow-line Seyfert-1 (NLS1 Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and found to be X-ray transient with a broad-absorption line outflow (Leighly et al. 2009). Fitting the hydrogen recombination line Paα yields a width of the broad component of around 1300 km s$^{-1}$, confirming the classification as NLS1 (but see also discussion about NLS1 in Valencia-S. et al. 2012b).

08 HE0045–2145

HE0045–2145 (also known as ESO 540-27) is a barred spiral galaxy at redshift $z = 0.0214$, corresponding to $D_L = 93.2$ Mpc, that is, one of the closest objects in our sample. An elongated, patchy structure in the direct neighbourhood indicates tidal interaction with a possibly disrupted companion. However, more detailed information about this object is lacking, and the galaxy itself does not show other indications for interaction. The NIR colours suggest a low AGN contribution. Prominent stellar absorption features in the analysed nuclear spectrum support the importance of the stellar contribution in the central region as well. We were unable to find broad components in the hydrogen recombination lines, which should be visible in a type-1 galaxy.

The IRAS colours are log$(f_{\nu}(12 \mu m)/f_{\nu}(25 \mu m)) = -0.7$ and log$(f_{\nu}(60 \mu m)/f_{\nu}(100 \mu m)) = -0.17$. In the IRAS colour–colour diagrams by Helou (1986), this lies in a region characteristic of starburst-dominated galaxies. In the FIR colour–colour diagram of Kewley et al. (2000) (Fig. 6), this galaxy also lies on the starburst line.

The galaxy has a H$\alpha$ gas mass of $5.710^9$ $M_\odot$ (König et al. 2009) and a H$_2$ gas mass of $2.910^9$ $M_\odot$ (Bertram et al. 2007). This means that stars are formed quite efficiently with a star formation efficiency (SFE) of $L_{\text{FIR}}/M_{\text{H}_2} = 17 L_\odot M_\odot^{-1}$ (Eckart et al. 1994).

In the continuum fit (Sect. 3.1), the resulting black body temperature of $T \sim 25 000$ K is much higher than expected for a dusty torus with a temperature $T \sim 1200$ K. This is the black body temperature of O and B stars, indicative of a recent starburst. All these arguments indicate that HE0045–2145 is highly dominated by its stellar components and ongoing star formation and that the classification as Seyfert 1 is invalid.

In Fig. A.1 we show the radial distribution of the Paα emission, which shows a bump at a distance of $\sim 4''$ from the centre, which might be attributed to a star formation region.

11 HE0103–5842

HE0103–5842 (also known as ESO 113-10) has a redshift of $z = 0.0257$ ($D_L = 112.2$ Mpc). At first view, it looks like a barred galaxy. However, the morphological study (Busch et al. 2014) reveals a more complex underlying structure. The galaxy has been classified as Seyfert 1.8 by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2006). No broad components could be resolved in our NIR spectra. The blue continuum and deep stellar absorption features indicate that the nuclear non-stellar component is weaker than the stellar component. In the continuum fit, the stellar component has indeed a fraction of $\sim 90\%$.

Mehdipour et al. (2012) measured the Balmer decrement and found a significant amount of reddening in the line of sight. However, neither our NIR Paα/Bry line ratios nor our continuum fit show a significant contribution from extinction.

16 HE0119–0118

HE0119–0118 (also known as Mrk1503 or II Zw 1) is a barred spiral galaxy at $z = 0.0547$, corresponding to $D_L = 244$ Mpc and can be classified as luminous infrared galaxy (LIRG) based on the IRAS fluxes. The IRAS colours of log$(f_{\nu}(12 \mu m)/f_{\nu}(25 \mu m)) \leq -0.3$ and log$(f_{\nu}(60 \mu m)/f_{\nu}(100 \mu m)) = -0.1$ lie in the region of starburst-dominated galaxies. In the FIR colour–colour diagrams of Kewley et al. (2000) (Fig. 6), the galaxy consistently shows a starburst contribution of at least 50%. The H$_2$ mass is $M_{\text{H}_2} = 5.410^9$ $M_\odot$ (Bertram et al. 2007). This results in a star formation efficiency of $24 L_\odot M_\odot^{-1}$, almost the highest detected SFE found in Galactic star-forming regions ($\leq 30 L_\odot M_\odot^{-1}$; Eckart et al. 1994, and references therein). The broad hydrogen recombination lines (FWHM$_{\text{BLR}} \approx 3000$ km s$^{-1}$) and the position in the diagnostic diagram (Fig. 4) indicate black hole accretion and that the classification as Seyfert galaxy (Sy1.5, Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) is correct. However, the mentioned arguments show that star formation is a significant factor.

In the imaging study (Busch et al. 2014), we found the central stellar component (bulge) to be very compact, and we were unable to separate it from the nuclear non-stellar component. This could indicate the presence of a compact, disky pseudo-bulge. These objects are products of secular evolution and often star forming, in contrast to classical bulge components (see review of Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). The coexistence of prominent non-stellar (e.g. broad lines) and stellar (CO absorption) features in the spectrum indicate that even in the nuclear region, star formation could be of importance, motivating more detailed investigation of this source, for instance by integral field spectroscopy.

The black hole mass estimates for this source range from log$(M_{\text{BH}}/M_\odot) = 7.1$ (Xu et al. 2012) over log$(M_{\text{BH}}/M_\odot) = 7.58$ (Bennert et al. 2011) and log$(M_{\text{BH}}/M_\odot) = 7.9$ (Schulze, priv. comm.) to log$(M_{\text{BH}}/M_\odot) = 7.9$ (this study), demonstrating the uncertainty of black hole mass estimates.

31 HE0323–4204

HE0323–4204 has been classified as Seyfert 1.5 by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2006). The prominent broad emission line components of Paα and Bry, the significant power-law
Fig. A.2. Spectra of all analysed galaxies. Spectra have been extracted from an aperture with a radius corresponding to $3\sigma$ of the seeing. The region between $H$- and $K$-band with low transmission has been marked in grey.
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and hot dust contribution to the continuum flux, and the forbidden [Fe ii] line indicate strong nuclear activity.

The IRAS colours are \( \log(f(12\mu m)/f(25\mu m)) \leq -0.18 \) and \( \log(f(60\mu m)/f(100\mu m)) = -0.36 \), which is between the typical colours of starburst galaxies and elliptical galaxies. In the FIR colour–colour diagrams (Fig. 6), they lie on the extreme mixing line with a starburst contribution of \( \gtrsim 50\% \). The continuum fit yields a stellar contribution of \( \sim 30\% \). Furthermore, stellar absorption lines and the position in the diagnostic diagram (Fig. 4) close to the location of starburst galaxies indicate an at least moderate contribution of star formation.

The galaxy at redshift \( z = 0.058 \) (\( D_L = 259.3 \) Mpc) is very inclined and probably a spiral galaxy. In the direct neighbourhood, there is a companion galaxy that shows signs of interaction. In some astronomical databases, the galaxy is sometimes confused with another spiral galaxy in the neighbourhood. This galaxy also falls into the slit, but shows no signs for non-stellar contribution.

80 HE2112–5926

HE2112–5926 is part of the interacting galaxy pair ESO 144-21. It has an elliptical shape; the interacting partner is a spiral galaxy. The source has redshift \( z = 0.0317 \) (\( D_L = 139.1 \)).

The stellar contribution to the continuum emission is \( \sim 80\% \). This agrees with the low-luminosity fraction of the non-stellar point source found in the imaging study (Busch et al. 2014).

81 HE2128–0221

HE2128–0221 appears as an elongated elliptical at redshift \( z = 0.0528 \) (\( D_L = 139.2 \) Mpc) and is the least luminous object observed in this study. This explains the low signal-to-noise ratio. The continuum is blue and shows clear stellar absorption lines. The hydrogen recombination line Pa\( \alpha \) is weaker than the continuum emission. However, a broad component is clearly seen. The Br\( \gamma \) line almost vanishes in the noise and shows a strange (boxy) shape.

82 HE2129–3356

HE2129–3356 is an elliptically shaped galaxy at redshift \( z = 0.0293 \) (\( D_L = 128.3 \) Mpc), classified as Seyfert 1.2 by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2006). The galaxy is surrounded by several objects it is most probably interacting with. Stellar absorption features are present, and the stellar component contributes \( \sim 75\% \) to the continuum emission. Nevertheless, the position in the diagnostic diagram (Fig. 4) is that of an AGN-dominated galaxy, and the presence of the coronal line [Si vi] emission indicates a type-1 AGN. The hydrogen
recombination lines are also very strong and show the broadest line widths (\(\sim 5000 \text{ km s}^{-1}\)) in this study.

83 HE2204–3249

HE2204–3249, also known as ESO 404-29, has a redshift of \(z = 0.0594\) \((D_L = 265.9 \text{ Mpc})\) and is the most distant object observed in this study. In the imaging study \(\text{(Busch et al. 2014)}\), the decomposition revealed a non-axisymmetrical residuum, which might be interpreted as a dust lane. From the line ratio \(\text{Pa}_\alpha/\text{Br}_\gamma\), we obtain a high extinction of \(A_V \approx 50 \text{ mag}\). The continuum fit shows no sign of extinction (but see the comment on the reliability of this fit in Sect. 3.1).

Several objects located in the direct neighbourhood are probably in a tidal interaction with the galaxy. The spectrum shows a very blue continuum shape, and deep stellar absorption lines are seen. From the continuum fit we obtain a stellar contribution to the continuum of about 90%. Additionally, the hydrogen recombination lines are much weaker than the continuum flux. Nevertheless, we detect broad components \((\text{FWHM}_{\text{BLR}} \approx 4000 \text{ km s}^{-1})\), consistent with the classification as Seyfert 1.2 in Véron-Cetty & Véron \(\text{(2006)}\).

84 HE2211–3903

HE2211–3903 (also known as ESO 344-16) is a barred spiral galaxy, classified as Seyfert 1.5 galaxy by Véron-Cetty & Véron \(\text{(2006)}\). The redshift is \(z = 0.0398\), corresponding to \(D_L = 175.6 \text{ Mpc}\). In the previous imaging study \(\text{(Busch et al. 2014)}\), we revealed an additional spiral arm and an inner ring that can also be found in emission line maps by Scharwächter et al. \(\text{(2011)}\).

Confirming the results from Fischer et al. \(\text{(2006)}\), the spectrum is very red as a result of black body radiation coming from hot dust at a temperature of \(\sim 1100 \text{ K}\), which makes up about 60% of the continuum radiation. Probably because of this high contribution of hot dust, the spectrum does not show any other features than the hydrogen recombination lines \(\text{Pa}_\alpha\) and \(\text{Br}_\gamma\). Scharwächter et al. \(\text{(2011)}\) reported that based on unresolved narrow-line ratios \((\log([\text{N}\text{II}]/\text{H}\alpha) = -0.2, \log([\text{O}\text{III}]/\text{H}\beta) = 0.2 \text{ and } \log([\text{S}\text{II}]/\text{H}\alpha) = -0.5)\), the galaxy would be classified as “composite”. However, through spatially resolved spectroscopy, they found an extended narrow-line region on scales up to 8 kpc.

Based on IRAS fluxes, the galaxy is a LIRG. The H\(_2\) mass is \(M_{\text{H}_2} = 9.310^{10} \text{ } M_\odot\) \(\text{(Bertram et al. 2007)}\), resulting in an SFE of \(4 \text{ } M_\odot \text{ L}^{-1}\). We see that the IRAS data suggest ongoing star formation activity. Since there is no evidence for any strong interaction, HE2211–3903 is probably an example for a secularly evolving galaxy.

85 HE2221–0221

HE2221–0221 is also known as 3C 445 and classified as a “double-double” radio galaxy \(\text{(Schoenmakers et al. 2000)}\). It has a redshift of \(z = 0.057\) \((D_L = 254.7 \text{ Mpc})\). In NIR images, it appears as round elliptical with very bright unresolved nucleus. Our imaging study \(\text{(Busch et al. 2014)}\) shows that the host is almost outshone by the nucleus. The \(\text{Pa}_\alpha\) line is very broad and strong. However, the \(\text{Br}_\gamma\) line is rather weak. This could be induced by reddening. Indeed, the shape and the NIR colours are extremely red and the continuum fit yields an extinction of \(A_V = 1.6 \text{ mag}\). Nevertheless, the spectrum shows some stellar features, and the stellar contribution is around \(\sim 30\%\). The presence of strong [Si \text{ VI}] emission is indicative of nuclear activity.

---

2 Assuming a case B recombination scenario, and the low-density limit with typical temperatures of \(T = 10,000 \text{ K}\), we expect a line ratio of about \(\text{Pa}_\alpha/\text{Br}_\gamma = 12.5\) \(\text{(Osterbrock \\& Ferland 2006)}\). Furthermore, assuming a dust-screen model \(f_{\text{obs}}(\lambda) = f_{\text{tot}}(\lambda)10^{-0.4A}\), and the mean \(R_V\)-dependent extinction law by Cardelli et al. \(\text{(1989)}\) \((A(\lambda)/A(V)) = a(\lambda) + b(\lambda)/R_V\) with \(R_V = 3.1\), \(a(\lambda) = 0.574\lambda^{-1.61}\) and \(b(\lambda) = -0.527\lambda^{-1.61}\), by using hydrogen recombination lines, we can estimate the extinction \(A_V = -2.5 \log\left[\left(f_{\text{obs}}/f_{\text{tot}}\right)/\left(f_{\text{instr}}/f_{\text{tot}}\right)\right]\) with observed fluxes \(f_{\text{obs}}\) \(\text{Pa}_\alpha\) and \(\text{Br}_\gamma\) and the expected line ratio \(f_{\text{tot}}/f_{\text{instr}}\approx 12.5\).
Appendix B: Additional figure

Fig. B.1. $H + K$-band spectra of the objects. For each galaxy, we show a central spectrum (black line/lower spectrum) that is extracted from an aperture with diameter corresponding to the FWHM of the seeing (see Table 1). In addition, we show an off-central spectrum (grey line/upper spectrum), centred 1.5 FWHM left and right from the nucleus. The spectra are shown in restframe wavelength and have been normalised at 2.159 $\mu$m. Important emission and absorption lines have been marked.
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